Educational Systems Ltd

Welcome
Tiltan Educational Systems has a history of innovation and creative design of educational products. Our
products are for children from kindergarten to primary school. All the products in this catalogue are designed
and manufactured by Tiltan.
The main idea behind the development of our products is to create enjoyable learning experiences for
children and allow them to practice mathematical and science as well as other subjects with pleasure.
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Math
Bingo Multiplication 8+
TE 1210
Let's have fun while studying and practicing
multiplication.
Spin the roulette. After it stops three numbers
appear; Each number can be multiplied by
another number. If a product appears on your
game card, place a disc on it and make your
way for a BINGO
2-5 players
Contains: Roulette Table, 5 Bingo
Cards & 60 marking discs
Size: 180 X 180 mm

Bingo Division

24 pcs

8+

TE 1227
Let's have fun and practice division up to 100!
Spin the roulette. After it stops three numbers
appear; one blue number (two digits) and two
yellow numbers (between 2-10). Let's divide the
blue number with one of the yellow numbers, if
the quotient appears on your bingo card, place a
disc on it.
2-5 players
Contains: Roulette Table, 5 Bingo
Cards & 60 marking discs
Size: 180 X 180 mm

24 pcs

www.tiltan.com
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Bingo Addition

8+

TE 1231
Let's have fun while studying and practicing Addition.
This game has two levels of difficulty. The green cards
are for ages 6-8, and the orange cards for 7-9.
Spin the roulette. After it stops three numbers appear;
and four sums can be calculated: 3 by adding the
couples of numbers, and one by adding all three
numbers. If a product appears on your game card, place
a disc on it and make your way for a BINGO
2-5 players
Contains: Roulette Table, 5 Bingo Cards
(2 sided printed) & 60 marking discs
Size: 180 X 180 mm

Bingo Subtraction

24 pcs

8+

TE 1232
Let's have fun and practice subtraction up to 100! Spin
the roulette. After it stops three numbers appear; one
blue number and two yellow numbers. Let's subtract
the yellow number from the blue number,If a product
appears on your bingo card, place a disc on it, and make
your way for a BINGO
2-5 players
Contains: Roulette Table, 5 Bingo
Cards & 60 marking discs
Size: 180 X 180 mm
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24 pcs
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Math
Multi Hive

10+

TE 1208
By playing Multi hive you exercise divisibility rules
and multiplication up to 12 X 12! While training and
developing working memory and long-term memory.
Playing Multi Hive, students develop strategic
thinking and forward planning, while solving
problems in the multiplication table and beyond.

2-4 players
Contains: 73 Magnetic Tiles,
1 Metal flexible sheet, 4 Stands,
1 Explanation sheet
Size: flexible sheet 30 X 50 cm

24 pcs

www.tiltan.com
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Geo-Me

6+

TE 1228
With this kit students can make and explore
geometric shapes.
Each shape is placed within two halves of a frame,
so the shape can be examined both as an object
and as the absence of it. The kit encourages
research activities which lead to creating a variety
of shapes, many of which not standard.
1-6 players
Contains: 3 sets in three colors, a
total of 108 parts, Activities booklet
24 pcs

Plus Minus

145 mm

10+

TE 982
Number line for the classroom, with a slidind gauge
for addition and subtraction, including operations
with negative numbers. With this aid we show the
connection between the two operations, and mostly
the direction of the result on the line.
24 pcs
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Contains: Plus Minus flexible number
line, -100 100, Direction sliding gauge,
Explanation sheet
Size: Flexible Number Line: 100 cm

Math

Fractions Racing 9+

24 pcs

TE 1109

An entertaining game for gradual learning of simple fractions, improper
fractions and mixed numbers. The game requires players to perform
addition and subtracion with the fractions as they advance.
1-6 players

Contains: Fraction Racing playmat 29x70cm, 50 cards,16 colored discs
and Activities sheet

Fractions Line 9+
TE 1025
Combined number line of simple and decimal fractions.
Use the cards and number line to compare between simple
& decimal fractions, and for games that include Addition and
subtraction.

Contains: Fraction Line playmat 29x100cm, 50 cards
and Activities sheet
24 pcs

2-6 players

www.tiltan.com
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Tri-Domino Up to 12

TE 1222
An exciting matching game. Practice matching
quantity to number, number to number and
quantity to quantity.
Large and comfortable parts.
Each value appears 6 times.

8

4

8
11

2-4 players
Contains: 30 triangle domino tiles
(24 printed & 6 blanck).
2

Size: triangle edge 80 mm.

6

48 pcs

1

Tri-Domino Up to 20

10+

9+

9

8
3+
6

10

+5

13

2-4 players
Contains: 30 triangle domino tiles 6-20.
Size: triangle edge 80 mm.
19

+7

-5

13

20

+1

10

8

20

11

18

5+

TE 1223
An exciting matching game. Practice
matching between quantity, number, and
basic plus minus exercises.
Large and comfortable parts.
Each value appears 6 times.

16

14

5+

48 pcs
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Domino - Math
Domino Fractions

8+

TE 1201
A unique domino game for
understanding fractions and the different
ways to present them.
Each value appears 6 times.

three
fifths

2-4 players
Contains: 42 domino tiles

1
3

th
eigh

1
8

Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile
48 pcs

4
5

Domino Fractions & Percentages 9+
TE 1202
Let's play domino and match fractions
with geometrical divisions, percentages,
decimal fractions and fraction names.
Each value appears 6 times.

0.25
60%

2.5%

2-4 players
Contains: 42 domino tiles

3
5

1

Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile

www.tiltan.com

0.6

tenth

48 pcs
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Domino Area - 36

TE 1203
An area calculation domino that
encourages the use of addition, subtraction
and multiplication operations.
Note -The areas are divided into 3X3 to
make calculation easier.
Each value appears in four different ways.

16+16
12+12
2+4

2-4 players
Contains: 40 domino tiles
Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile

24

3+1

8+

48 pcs

Domino Area - 64

8+

6×4

6×6

An area calculation domino that
encourages the use of addition, subtraction
and multiplication operations.
Note -The areas are divided into 4X4 to
make calculation easier.
Each value appears in four different ways.

4×3

TE 1204

2-4 players
Contains: 40 domino tiles

35

7×5

Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile
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48 pcs
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Domino - Math
8+

TE 1205
By playing this domino game, students
will develop basic arithmetic skills addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division up to 100.
Each numeric value appears 6 times.

2×7

70-7

4× 8
28-10

50-35

Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile
48 pcs

Domino Arithmetic Level 2

4× 6

36 : 2

4× 9

2-4 players
Contains: 42 domino tiles

24+8

3× 6

Domino Arithmetic Level 1

9+

TE 1206
By playing this domino game, students
will develop basic arithmetic skills addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division up to 100.
Each numeric value appears 6 times.

27×2

21×2

2×6
32×2

12×2

72-8

54: 3

2-4 players
Contains: 42 domino tiles

48 : 4

Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile

www.tiltan.com

8×8

3×4

48 pcs
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Domino - Math
Domino Triangles & Angles

TE 1207
With this challenging domino game the student
will develop basic geometry skills, such as:
understanding of the sum angle of a triangle,
complementary angles and vertical angles.
Each value appears 5 times

45°

45°

55°

135°

45°

54°

2-4 players
Contains: 40 domino tiles

54°

72°

60°

140°

Size: 64 X 32 mm, each tile
48 pcs

108°

30°
30°

Floating Magnets

4+

TE 401
The children can feel the invisible power of the magnet.
Understand the opposing forces by color, and create sequences
by activity cards.
Contains:
Soft base
5 powerful bipolar magnets blue and red
8 activity cards
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דפי פעילות
למוט ריחוף

9
למוט ריחוף
דפי פעילות

Size: High 22 cm
24 pcs
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כל הזכויות
שמורות לחברת
תילתן ערכות
תילתן ערכות
.למידה בע"מ
.למידה בע"מ טל
.למידה בע"מ
תילתן ערכות
03-9721555
www.tiltan.co
m
שמורות לחברת
m
www.tiltan.co
הזכויות
03-9721555
.כל למידה בע"מ טל
ערכות
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9+
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תילתן

Science

Geo-Mirror

5+

TE 1041
The Geo-Mirror allows children to create and
explore symmetry in a fun way.
Built with a continuous integral hinge with a
180˚ range.
Geo-Mirrors can be opened on any surface
and ordinary objects can enhance its
experience. Gradual work via the included
cards is also recommended.

Effect of endless mirror.

Effect of rotational symmetry in 30˚ opening.

Contains: 2 Geo-Mirror, one of them
with a hole, 12 Activity cards, 2 Rubber
band, 30 Pattern Blocks.
Size: every mirror panel 145 X 145 mm.

24 pcs

www.tiltan.com
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Tiltan Light Panel has been specially designed for use by both children and adults.
With the light panel in your kindergarten the children won't have enough of it! They will explore and create new
shapes, shadows, color mixes and many more exciting activities.
Tiltan light panel is especially safe because it is made of high quality materials and works only with 12V.
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Science

Light Panel

4+

TE 415
Tiltan Light Panel is made from a massive aluminum frame with
high quality components.
Tiltan Light Panel has a particularly strong light intensity, that
allow work on it in daylight. It is possible to adjust the intensity
of the light continuously from full power to shut down.

Touch
dimmer

Contains: Light Panel,
		 12V 3A Adapter
		 Touch dimmer
		 A transparent color fan
		 Activity guide
Size: 50 X 60 X 2 cm
1 pcs

transparent
color fan

www.tiltan.com
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Tiltan Educational systems ltd.
Haharuv 1 st. Hevel Modiin
7319900 Israel
Tel. + 972 (0) 3 9721555
Fax. + 972 (0) 3 9711008
aviva@tiltan.com

www.tiltan.com

